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ular fragmentation hannels desribed
with Siegert hannel pseudostates
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Department of Physis and JILA, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0440
Abstrat
To desribe multiple interating fragmentation ontinua, we develop a method in whih the vibra-
tional hannel funtions obey outgoing wave Siegert boundary onditions. This paper demonstrates
the utility of the Siegert approah, whih uses hannel energy eigenvalues that possess a negative
imaginary part. The eletron sattering energy in eah suh hannel is rotated upward, giving it an
equal and opposite imaginary part. This permits a natural inlusion of vibrational ontinua without
requiring them to appear as expliit hannels in the sattering matrix. Calulations illustrate the
appliation of this theory to photoionization, photodissoiation, and dissoiative reombination.
PACS numbers: 3.65.Nk,33.80.Eh,34.80.Ht
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In this Letter, we propose a general method for desribing oupling between eletroni
and dissoiative ontinua, based on a Siegert pseudostate basis representation of the vibra-
tional degree of freedom. The underlying rationale for this idea traes bak to the original
reognition by Kapur and Peierls [1℄ that the narrow resonanes of a sattering spetrum
an be desribed in terms of a omplex energy eigenstate, with the imaginary part of the en-
ergy dening a resonane width parameter. This proposal was further developed by Siegert
[2℄ in two important ways. First, Siegert demonstrated that a set of eigenstates of any
Hamiltonian ould be hosen to satisfy pure inoming or outgoing wave boundary ondi-
tions in the asymptoti limit. Seond, and of importane to our work, Siegert's derivation
allowed for overlapping resonanes of arbitrary width, giving a smooth bakground term in
the ross-setion. Siegert eigenstates formally orrespond to S-matrix poles in the omplex
plane. Sharply resonant features assoiated with bound states an be identied with poles
lying on the real axis, while broad bakground sattering an be desribed by losely spaed
eigenstates with nite imaginary parts that serve as a disretized approximation to the true
ontinuum.
Traditionally, the use of Siegert states has been ompliated by the nonlinearity of the
assoiated eigenvalue problem. Beause the wavenumber appears linearly in the boundary
ondition but quadratially (as the energy) in the eigenvalue, the eigenproblem is quadrati,
and in the past ould only be solved iteratively. Tolstikhin et al. [3, 4℄ reently demonstrated
how this diulty may be irumvented using nite range Siegert pseudostates.
Initially, the true asymptoti boundary ondition is replaed by a nite range approxi-
mation, (
d
dR
− ik
)
φ(R)
∣∣∣∣
R=R0
= 0, (1)
where R0 is a value beyond whih the value of the potential is negligible. We seek a solution
expanded in terms of some primitive basis set
φ(R) =
N∑
j=1
cj yj(R), 0 ≤ R ≤ R0. (2)
HereN is the dimension of our basis, and we have seleted a non-orthogonal B-spline basis for
the yj(R). Inserting this into the Shrödinger equation premultiplying by yj′, and employing
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the boundary value (1), we nd a matrix equation for the oeients cj
N∑
j=1
(
1
2
∫ R0
0
dyj′
dR
dyj
dR
dR−
ik
2
yj′(R0)yj(R0)
+
∫ R0
0
yj′(R)µ[V (r)−E]yj(R)dR
)
cj = 0.
(3)
Note that we have used a Green's theorem identity before substituting in the boundary
ondition, and that the Hamiltonian has been multiplied through by the redued mass µ.
Written more onisely in matrix notation, we have a system of the form
(H˜− ikL− k2O)~c = 0, (4)
where Lj,j′ is the surfae matrix yj(R0)yj′(R0), H˜j,j′ is the matrix 2µHj,j′ + yj(R0)
d
dr
yj′(R0),
and O is the overlap matrix for the spline basis set.
This equation is manifestly nonlinear, but the method of Tolstikhin et al. allows it to be
linearized by reasting it as a new eigensystem in a basis of doubled dimension. ([5, 6℄
disuss related tehniques for solving dierential equations where the eigenvalue appears in
a boundary ondition.) We dene di = ikci, yielding a trivial seond equation ikO~c = O~d.
Substituting this into the original eigenequation now gives a linear equation in the doubled
basis spae 
H˜ 0
0 −O



~c
~d

 = ik

 L −O
−O 0



~c
~d

 . (5)
This is an equation for the eigenvalue λ = ik, giving 2N solutions lying either on the (Re
λ)-axis or in onjugate pairs in the right half of the omplex plane.
In their work, Tolstikhin et al. used ompleteness properties of the Siegert state set to
onstrut a Green's funtion of the Hamiltonian, a sattered solution, and the assoiated
sattering matrix, for a variety of single hannel model problems. For systems with multiple
hannels, we instead appeal to the well-understood mahinery of multihannel quantum
defet theory (MQDT).
For resonane series orresponding to high eletronially exited intermediates (Rydberg
states) of diatomi moleules, the most natural desription of the system is one with quantum
defet parameters dened in terms of a xed internulear distane R and a well-dened
projetion of the orbital angular momentum Λ onto the axis of symmetry. This is beause
the eletron spends most of its time far from the nulear ore, and when it does penetrate into
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the ore, it gains enough speed from falling through the Coulomb potential that the nulei are
essentially frozen on the time sale of its motion. The quantum defet funtions µΛ(R) in this
representation, the so-alled body-frame, may either be alulated from highly aurate
ab initio tehniques, or extrated from a semi-empirial tting of experimental data [7℄.
In order to onnet them with the true asymptoti ionization hannels dened in terms of
Siegert pseudostates of the residual ore, j = {v+, N+}, a frame transformation must be
performed [8, 9℄, where N+ is the ioni rotational momentum, and v+ is the vibrational
quantum number of the pseudostates. In our proedure, we diretly evaluate the S-matrix
by the frame transformation integral
Sj,j′ =
∑
Λ
〈N+|Λ〉
∫ R0
0
φj(R)e
2ipiµΛ(R)φj′(R) dR 〈Λ|N
+′〉
+ i
∑
Λ
〈N+|Λ〉
φj(R0)e
2ipiµΛ(R0)φj′(R0)
kj + kj′
〈Λ|N+
′
〉.
(6)
The surfae term in (6) also arises in the orthonormality relation [3℄. A similar transforma-
tion onverts the body-frame transition dipole elements DΛ(R) into redued dipole matrix
elements in the same S-matrix representation,
DSj = (2J + 1)
∑
Λ
〈Λ|J0〉
(J) 〈Λ|N+〉
×
∫ R0
0
φ0(R)DΛ(R)e
ipiµΛ(R)φj(R) dR.
(7)
Here φ0(R) is the initial vibrational wavefuntion, and J0 and J are the total angular
momenta of the initial and nal states of the system, respetively. Note that the Siegert
pseudostates are never onjugated in these expressions, even when they formally belong to
the dual (bra) spae. In partiular, this means that the quantity labeled as
~DS† below is
alulated by onjugating only eipiµΛ(R) in the denition above, and not the dipole matrix
elements diretly.
At this stage of the alulation no information about the long-range behavior of the
hannels has yet been inluded, and sine the body-frame quantum defets are nearly energy
independent, the resulting S-matrix is typially a smooth and fairly weak funtion of energy.
The method of hannel elimination [10, 11℄ systematially eliminates ux in all eletroni
hannels below the energy threshold for eletron esape (the losed-hannel subspae) to
form a physial S-matrix S
phys
, by taking the proper linear ombination of short-range
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solutions that ensures exponential deay at innity. For a long-range Coulomb potential,
this proedure gives
S
phys = Soo − Soc(Scc − e
−2iβ)−1Sco. (8)
Here, β is a diagonal matrix of the usual Coulomb long-range phase parameter π(νj) where
νj is the (possibly omplex) eetive quantum number in the jth hannel, S is the sattering
matrix, and the subsripts indiate partitions of the matries into losed and open subspaes
[11℄.
For a Siegert state basis, this physial sattering matrix is in general not unitary, but
rather subunitary, reeting the loss of ux at the boundary R0 via oupling to the Siegert
pseudo-ontinuum states. It may be used to alulate partial ross-setions by means of
onventional formulae, but with the departure from unitarity, 1 −
∑
j |S
phys
j,j′ |
2
, identied as
the probability |Sphysd,j′ |
2
for sattering into the dissoiative ontinuum. This method also
provides all quantities neessary to nd the partial photoionization ross-setion into any
open hannel, σj ; see Eq. 2.59 of [11℄ for further details. The ontributions from all open
hannels may then be summed to give the total ross-setion for photoionization.
Alternatively, the total photoabsorption ross-setion may be found diretly from a pre-
onvolution formula rst derived by Robiheaux to handle the energy smoothing of densely
spaed resonanes [12, 13℄,
σtotal(E) =
4π2αω
3(2J0 + 1)
Re
~DS†
[
1− Se2iβ
]−1 [
1+ Se2iβ
]
~DS
(9)
where Re signies taking the real part of everything that follows, and the † here onjugates
only the operator, not the entire matrix element. The diagonal matrix written as e−2iβ has
a nontrivial denition in terms of the quantum defet parameters, it may be approximated
quite well by taking βj = i∞ for losed hannels with (E) < ReEj , and βi = πνj for open
hannels with (E) > ReEj . Here E is the total energy of the system, Ej is the threshold
energy for hannel j, and νj = 1/
√
2(Ej − E) on the branh where Im ν > 0. The utility
of this expression lies in reognizing that the value of the ross-setion at a omplex energy
in the above formula is equivalent to the ross-setion at a real energy, smoothed over a
hannel-dependent width Γj = 2 Im ǫj . Within the Siegert state formulation, the eletron
energy ǫj = E−Ej will naturally take on a omplex value in any hannel where the hannel
eigenenergy Ej is itself omplex, while E remains real.
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Given S and ǫj , either of the two ross-setion formulae above may be evaluated, with
appropriate allowanes for the possibility of omplex energy eigenvalues. Note that the rst
proedure simply gives a sum over the ux into spei ionization hannels, while the seond
gives a single value for the total photoabsorption ross-setion. This means that the latter
will ontain information about the solution wavefuntion along the R = R0 boundary not
ontained in any of the open ionization hannels. In general, the value of σtotal will be equal
to or greater than the sum over the individual σj , and any dierene may be attributed to
the eet of oupling to high-lying Siegert states in the ontinuum. Thus, the dierene
between these two formulae at any energy provides the dissoiative ross-setion.
In order to test the validity of this hypothesis, we began by dening a set of Siegert
pseudostates for the H+2 internulear potential. The eigensolutions fall into three lasses,
as shown in Fig. 1. Those lying along the positive (Im k)-axis are assoiated with negative
eigenenergies on the physial sheet of the E-plane, the bound states of the potential. These
are the hannel thresholds to whih the Rydberg autoionization series of the ionization
spetrum onverge, and so we inlude all of their states. The solutions along the negative
(Im k)-axis lie on the unphysial energy sheet, and we rejet them as antibound states arising
from the doubling of the dimension spae. The remainder of the solutions fall above and
below the (Re E)-axis, orresponding to onjugate solution pairs of the eigenvalue parameter
λ = ik. We selet only those with negative Im Ej, ensuring that they obey outgoing wave
boundary onditions. (This amounts to seleting only those states that ontribute to the
retarded, rather than the advaned, Green's funtion. See [14℄ for related disussion.) For
MQDT matrix elements it is also aeptable to rejet states lying very high in the ontinuum,
sine their Frank-Condon overlap with the bound states is negligible.
Tolstikhin et al. disuss the unusual ompleteness relation obeyed by the full set of Siegert
pseudostates, with an additional fator of 2. Our restrited subset of Siegert pseudostates
does not, of ourse, obey that doubled ompleteness relation. We have onrmed through
numerial tests, however, that our restrited subset behaves like a omplete set, to at least
10−12 auray, for representing either L2 funtions onned within the boundary or fun-
tions with purely outgoing wave harater at the boundary. For an impressive demonstra-
tion (in a somewhat dierent ontext) of the onvergene properties of a similarly trunated
Siegert basis also used to desribe smooth ontinuum physis, see [15℄.
In the region of the ungerade H2 spetrum between 127200 and 127800 m
−1
there are
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several strongly predissoiated resonanes, members of the npπ, v+ = 8 and npπ, v+ =
5 series. In eah ase, our alulated spetrum orretly reprodues them in the total
absorption ross-setion, but shows them as weak or absent in the ionization. Comparisons
of our results with other theoretial and experimental values [7, 16℄ for the relative yields
of seleted resonanes appear in Table I. Note partiularly that we are able to orretly
desribe the strong rotational dependene of the 4pπ, v+ = 5 branhing ratio, a nontrivial
onsequene of subtle hannel interations.
As a test of the method in an entirely dierent energy regime we onsidered the prob-
lem of dissoiative photoionization, a three-body breakup hannel aessible only at muh
higher energies. Experimental measures of the ratio between pure ionization and dissoia-
tive ionization have been performed sine the 1970s by a number of researhers [17, 18, 19℄,
along with at least one early theoretial alulation [20℄. Sine our ionization spetrum is
a sum over individual hannels, we an easily distinguish between ontributions from han-
nels above and below the dissoiative threshold. Our results, plotted against those of past
experiment and theory, are presented in Fig. 2.
Finally, we have performed a model alulation demonstrating the utility of our method
for treating dissoiative reombination, partiularly in systems where indiret hannels
(those involving sattering into intermediate autodissoiating Rydberg states) play an im-
portant role. Fig. 3 shows the dissoiative reombination spetrum of a simplied H2 model
potential (negleting rotation and with R-independent quantum defets), ompared with the
familiar approximation of O'Malley for smooth bakground sattering by diret proesses
[21℄. Our spetrum aurately reprodues this bakground, and also desribes omplex in-
terferene eets from the series of resonanes onverging to eah Rydberg threshold.
Some aspets of the Siegert MQDT method remain poorly understood, and would benet
from greater lariation. For example, the utility of a subset of the Siegert basis for MQDT
depends on ability of that subset to represent all energetially aessible regions of the
ontinuum. While this requirement appears from our numerial tests to be reasonably easy
to satisfy, we have not yet rigorously derived it from the relevant ompleteness relations.
Also, it is not presently lear how to extend the energy-smoothed formula to inlude non-
Coulombi long-range eletroni potentials.
Other avenues of investigation ould provide insight onerning the appliability of our
method to more omplex systems. Polyatomi moleules, for example, might be handled ei-
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ther by redution to hyperspherial oordinates [22℄, or by a multidimensional generalization
of the Sierget state boundary onditions on an arbitrary hypersurfae. Sine our method
yields a full solution to the Shrödinger equation along the boundary at R0, it should also
be possible to projet onto the ontinuum funtions of dierent dissoiative hannels, and
expliitly resolve partial dissoiation ross-setions [23℄. Even in its urrent form, however,
we believe the Siegert MQDT method oers a simple desription of the ux esaping into
dissoiative hannels, by working within a hannel basis that obeys a physially motivated
boundary ondition.
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TABLE I. Photoionization and photodissoia-
tion yields for selet ungerade resonanes in H2
for whih the relative yields have been experi-
mentally observed [16℄.
State Soure Energy % Ion. % Diss.
3pπ, v+ = 8, R(0) Observed 127248.2 10(5) 95(5)
Theory
[7℄
127246.9 1 99
Present 127242.2 1 99
5pσ, v+ = 4, R(0) Observed 127599.4 90(10) 10(10)
Theory
[7℄
127602.2 88 12
Present 127606.8 76 24
4pπ, v+ = 5, R(0) Observed 127667.6 82(5) 18(5)
Theory
[7℄
127665.4 93 7
Present 127666.6 97 3
4pπ, v+ = 5, R(1) Observed 127599.4 30(10) 70(10)
Theory
[7℄
127758.4 17 83
Present 127759.5 29 71
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Figure 1: Distribution of H
+
2 vibrational Siegert pseudostate energies in the omplex energy plane
for angular momentum N
+
=1. Only the irled states are inluded as hannels in the sattering
matrix.
Figure 2: Dissoiative photoionization ross-setion, as a ratio to the total photoionization ross-
setion.
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Figure 3: Dissoiative reombination ross-setion for the model potential, unonvolved (solid) and
onvolved with a Lorentzian of width 0.1 eV (dashed), ompared to that resulting from the O'Malley
formula (dotted).
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